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If every ndganegotive integer occurs i;l exactly one of the m integer sequences 
t 4 m). then the system +n + hi is called an exactly covering con- 
gruence (EXX). Three chcJracterizations of ECU in terms of exponential fucntions, 
Bernoulli polynomials and Eukr ~lynomhls are given, from which several p*operties 
of ECC’s are deduced, kluding a method of obtaining from an ECC with m moduli Qi 
several ECC’s with 4 m tnoduli. 
A system of arithmetic sequwces 
se c = 6 = 1 Cf this theorem was proved in [ 33 * 
elm 2. If ( 1) is an ECC, thepfl 
fibr ull i:n tegers n, c, r wtisjj&g n 0, 0 < r < c, where R,(x) is the nth 
= B, (0) is the rtth Bernoulli rzumbet. Con- 
&y, kt c be any positive integer. If (3) holds fur UN n 3 
, . . . . c-- 1, then (I) isan ECC. 
e case c = I of this theorem was proved in [ 2). 
if (1) is un ECC, then 
c (__r,b:,;-1 ‘fj, 
iES2 
. 
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Cwn~er.wl~~, let c be any psitivc integer. If (4) holds and (5) holds for 
all n > Q,r = G, I, . . . . c - 1, then (I) isan ECC. 
Some of the ramificatrons of these characterizations are given in Ike- 
orem 4. We first define 
S I , = {iq : 15; s 1 (mod 2)), S,, = {iESl: b; f O(mod 2))) 
S 21 = {I’ES,: i5i is 1 (mod 2)), S,, = (iG$: his O(mod 2)). 
(iv) The system na; + bj (n 3 0, i E S) is QIZ KC. So is the system 
nLI;+311 -4; - I(n>Q,iES). 
(Y) Each of the two swems 
is an ECC. 
Note that: part (iv) enables one to generate from a given ECC with 
1?2 moduii ai other systems of ECC with < m nroduli. 
y integers atisfying 0 G r < c. The 
s a solution if and only if di I (bi--P), 
tion X = B?i = Fzi(Y) satisfying 0 G fli < Ci. If 
here B; := B/u;;. Thus fos E = 8 UC and z a complex variable, 
f # k;ir/& (k any integer.), we have 
to (2) on replacing z by z/c. 
Conver~!y, assume r::hat (2) holds for F = 0,1, . . . . c-l. Then (6) holds. 
ito left-hand tide for r = 0,1 9 .._, c-1) we get (eez -I)- I * Sum- 
right-hand side, 
erz, e recall, x = I;+(r) is 6 solution of 
a;x + (b,:-rr),k$ s 0 (mod ci) , 
or arbf lrary but fixed i, there exists a unique 
c such that tii t (bi-ri). Th 
each r = ri -b pdi < c (0 < t < ci). 
c !~o~~t~~n 3: af the last con 
in sa:bme order. Thus, 
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and so for 2 = 1, 
97 
ultiplying by (eep -. 
Where B, =: Bfgi* ThUS t le polynomial 
has the root x = me. Since 5 is algebraic and the algebraic numbers form a 
filed, me is transcendental. Hence the polyncmial vanishes identically. 
Hence each of the numbers 1 1 2, . . ..l? - 1 occurs exactly ome in the ex- 
ponents PlQi + bi (6 G ?I < B,, ! G i 4 In), i.e., ( 1) is an KC. 
3. We shall make use of the following weil- 
F~ernoulli 2nd Euler polynomials [ 1 ] . The 
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E,,(f) = e (I!)(1 - fyk 7 (r1 = 0, 1, . ..) ) 
k=O 
c 
where the Euler nwnbers En = Z!” EJj)(n = Q,1, . ..) are defined by 
:= 1 and the recursion 
n -. 1 
In particular, B,(f) := E,(r) = 1. 
uppose ?hat (i) is an ECC. If (6 = 1, then (2) implies 
ma 
2 7 p--l I -- 
n-o n! 
R, := c 5 ““;;;-’ B,(_.$). 
iES n=O i 
uniqueness of power series no& implies (3). 
cw put 6 = - 1 in ( 12). Then 
E i _ 1 )b&zb; 
-I_- = c 
(.- 1 )bi& 
. h 
e”*1 &+l -- 
c 
iES1 ESsq p;__1 l 
ul~ipl~~fing by e012 lealdis to
r series now implie 
plies that e’ 1) is an 
f that (lt)isan 
ghtly more invo 
ith 0 < 121 < R/19 and summing, 
where we changed the order of summaticm and used (4). This giver, 
Multiplying by 6 ‘/* gives (2) with 6 = -- I, ;ind so (I) is an ECS by 
Theorem I. 
Proof of Theorem 4. Part (i) follows directly by putting n = 0 in (3). 
(For c = 1 we get the well-known identity Z& at: * = 1.) Adding and 
subtracting (4) from this gives 
c a? + 2 C a;-.’ = 1, C a;-‘+2 C a;-.’ 
ES, t iES22 
= 1, 
iES1 ES21 
implying (ii). Puttillg C* = 1% n = 0 in (5) gives 22: 1 ( - - I)bi = 1 r which 
implies (iii). 
Since clearly 0 Q by < a;, the first part of (iv) follows dtiect.l>r from 
Theorem 1. The second part follows from Theorem 1 by replacing z
bY -z. 
Subt:rat:ting (2) for (5 = -- 1 from (2) for li = I. gives 
ezbj :b, 





-_ 1 iE S 1 1 e2ZC?i___ 1 i z e2zo~__ 1 &&I ez”i_ 1 
dcling irnsto;id 01‘ subtracting gives 
Note that the ~an~~~t~~ of‘ the wcwtd gart of Civ) can be applied 
to the WC’s of(v) to double tkir number. Molut nrt:*&E y , the met hods 
of this paper can be used to deduce a number of further cha~~te~~in~ 
idettrtities and gwpwties OF EcCes 
